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Overview 
This was The Akronauts Rocket Design Team's second ever NASA Student Launch competition. 

After placing 13th overall last year, the Akronauts were excited to face the new challenges for the 

prestigious 2018 SLI Competition. This year, the Akronauts selected the rover as their payload challenge. 

Using an L1050 Cesaroni motor, the Akronauts designed, manufactured, and launched, a nearly-entirely 

student made rocket named Project Lazarus. This document contains the post-competition launch 

assessment of Project Lazarus. 

 

Figure 1  – Akronauts members holding Project Lazarus before competition launch 

Projected Flight Stats 

Project Lazarus's onboard avionics were unfortunately unrecoverable. Below, the projected and 

simulated flight stats are detailed. 

Simulated Apogee: 5,278 Feet 

Simulated Maximum Velocity: 603 ft/s 

Launch Angle: 4° 

Programmed Drogue Parachute Deployment Altitude: 5,280 ft (apogee) 

Programmed Main Parachute Deployment Altitude: 700 ft 

 

Launch Day Stats 
Ground Elevation: 555ft MSL 

Temperature: 54°F 

Wind Speeds: 7mph 
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Vehicle Summary  
A summary of each system is listed in the sections below. A drawing of the final launch vehicle is 

displayed below for reference. More details of each system as well as interactive models can be found 

on the Akronauts website at www.akronauts.org 

  

Figure 2 – Project Lazarus Dimensions 

The launch vehicle was 101 inches in length. The wet weight of the rocket including the payload 

and its components was 37.7 pounds.  A Cesaroni L1050 was used for Project Lazarus. The selected 

motor gave a total impulse of 819.94 lb∙s and displayed a projected launch height of 5,278 ft through the 

team’s simulations. The thrust curve generated for this specific motor is shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 – Cesaroni L1050 motor thrust curve (source: Cesaroni Technology Incorporated) 

https://akronauts.org/nasa18/
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Observations 

Launch Day 
On launch day, upon activation of electronics on the launch pad, it was determined that the 

altimeters were not functioning properly due to an unfamiliar series of tones coming from them. The 

team President and Safety Officer were not comfortable launching due to this and determined that it 

would not be safe to launch without properly functioning altimeters. This could cause the parachutes to 

not deploy thus causing a ballistic failure. The team then turned off all electronics following the team 

troubleshooting checklist created throughout the NASA SLI milestone reviews. The team then removed 

the rocket from the rail and returned to base to troubleshoot.   

The team took the rocket back out to the rails in the third salvo once altimeter troubleshooting 

was complete and were approved for flight. After launching, the rocket appeared to have the necessary 

off-rail velocity for a stable flight. The flight directed itself slightly to the southeast due to wind 

stabilization correction and flew in a linear fashion upward from there. The upward trajectory short of 

the slight tilt southeast was ideal. 

The Big Dig  

Search 
During launch, it was evident that the drogue parachute did not deploy, thus causing the rocket 

to fall ballistic. The flight recovery team consisting of four trained Akronauts members began in search 

of the rocket towards the southeast direction from the launch pads. After approximately an hour of 

search without success, the remainder of the team began searching as well. In total, this stage of the 

search lasted approximately 3 hours and ended without success. In the following image, the area that 

was searched is highlighted: 
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Figure 4 – Area searched and where the rocket was found 

Once the team determined that the rocket was lost, the team notified Mrs. Jeannie Bragg 

Harvey that the rocket may be located in one of the fields along Jack Thomas Road. The team contact 

information was left with Mrs. Jeannie in the case that the rocket were to be found during seeding or 

harvesting of either field. The team then packed up the campsite and departed for Akron. 
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Excavation 
Approximately 30 minutes into the drive, the team received and email from Bragg Farms stating 

that they had found the rocket and would ship it to the team. The location of the rocket can be seen in 

Figure 4 marked by a red circle (      ) on the south end of the image. The team President and Safety 

Officer discussed this fortunate turn of events and decided to ask permission to begin excavation. Upon 

confirmation from the Bragg-Harvey family and Fred Kepner, one van headed back to the farm to begin 

digging. As seen in the pictures below, it is apparent why the rocket was so difficult to spot during the 

thorough search done by the team. The rocket was buried 8 feet deep in a wheat field. 

 

  

After several hours and immense help from the Bragg-Harvey family, the Akronauts were able to 

dig up project Lazarus. The team was surprised to find the rocket together as one unit, considering how 

hard the rocket had hit the ground. Upon removal, the team was mindful that the black powder charges 

could still be live. After unearthing the rocket, the team followed their safety checklist created 

throughout the NASA SLI milestone review process. After a safe and thorough inspection, it was 

determined that the black powder charges had been detonated upon impact with the ground. This was 

apparent through the collapsed electronics section as well as the scent of sulfur that was being emitted 

from the rocket body. The team had also noticed a crater in the soil around the avionics bay – a sort of 

air bubble in the earth surrounding the body tubes - which helped determine that the black powder 

charges went off upon the impact. 

 

 

After excavation, the team took the rocket back to their University for a complete disassembly 

of the rocket. This process was imperative for the team to determine what went wrong during the 

rocket’s flight. 

Figure 7 – Rocket Location Figure 6 – Rocket site before 

removing wheat 

Figure 5 – Rocket site after 
removing wheat 

 

Figure 8 – Unearthed rocket 
before excavation 

 Figure 9  – Rocket after excavation 
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Disassembly 
The process of disassembling the rocket was a long and difficult process. Although the rocket 

was recovered as one whole unit, the hardware and fastenings were destroyed and warped; making it 

too difficult to disassemble the rocket through the traditional method of screwdrivers. Alternatively, the 

team carefully and safely took the rocket apart section by section through the use of hand tools such as 

hack-saws. The process was documented and was under the supervision of the team Safety Officer and 

President. Three major cuts were made to the airframe to access each section of the rocket for a 

thorough analysis of the flight. A picture of the sections that were cut for analysis can be found below. 

The location of each cut was strategically selected to ensure no further damage to the internal 

components. The first cut was made forward of the motor retention system, just below the airbrakes 

electronics. The second cut was made inside the recovery bay, below the altimeter bay. The last cut was 

made above the altimeter bay. 

 

Figure 10 – Cuts made to rocket for disassembly 

Analysis and Results 
Despite an acceptable upward flight trajectory, ultimately there was a failure that caused the 

drogue parachute to not deploy. This caused the rocket to fall in a ballistic flight path. Upon recovering 

and disassembling the rocket, the team has narrowed the possible causes down to the seven modes of 

failure. The team determined that the most likely of these was a weak fastening of a battery onto the 

electronics sled. This would then allow the battery to release from its connections upon initial impulse 

of the motor. If the battery(s) became detached at liftoff, that would explain the lack of separation of 

the body tubes and thus no deployment of the drogue parachute. This and the other possible modes of 

failures are explained in the table on the following page: 
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Mode of Failure to 
Deploy Drogue 

Likelihood of 
Failure 

Reasoning Verification 

Compromised 
Pressure Vessel 

Unlikely 

Safety Checklists were followed to ensure 
all openings were properly sealed. 

Improper sealing would cause a leak, 
preventing enough force to break the shear 

pins. 

Sealing performed by Mentor; 
Verified by Safety Officer and 

President. Upon analysis, it was 
found that the charges went off 
after impact with the ground; 

therefore, a compromised 
pressure vessel was not the issue 

Altimeter 
Interference 

Possible 
The team removed the rocket from the 2nd 

launch salvo to address an audible error 
code from both altimeters 

In the 3rd launch salvo, it was 
confirmed on the launch pad that 
there was no audible error code 
from either altimeter; however, 

the rocket was on the launch pad 
without an Akronauts 

representative nearby for 
approximately 45 minutes 

Improper Black 
Powder Amount 

Unlikely 
Ground Tests and Flight Tests performed to 

ensure proper black powder amount for 
primary and redundant system 

The proper black powder amount 
was measured by the team 

Mentor and verified by the Safety 
Officer 

Weak Fastening 
for Batteries 

Likely Cause 

Batteries were fastened using the same 
clips that were used during both test 
flights. Using the same clips may have 

weakened them enough to the point of 
breaking. 

The batteries were zip-tied into 
the battery clips as added 

redundant fastenings per the 
team's Pre-Flight Checklist and 

confirmed by the Safety Officer. 
NOTE: Zip-ties alone would not 
be strong enough to hold the 

batteries in place – this was only 
an added precaution as 

recommended by NAR during LRR 
reviews. 

Incorrect Wiring Unlikely 
Wiring was not altered since the last 

successful test launch 

Continuity was checked per the 
team's Pre-Flight Checklist by the 

Electronics lead and was 
confirmed by the Safety Officer 

Parasitic Voltage 
to Altimeters 

Unlikely 
Wiring was not altered since the last 

successful test launch 

Continuity was checked per the 
team's Pre-Flight Checklist by the 

Electronics Lead and was 
confirmed by the Safety Officer 

Dead Batteries Unlikely New batteries were used on launch day 

New batteries were installed, and 
voltage confirmed by the 

Electronics Lead per the team's 
Pre-Flight Checklist. This was 
verified by the Safety Officer 

Table 1 – Post-Flight Failure Mode Analysis 
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Recovery System 

Since the recovery system was linked deployment, there were only one primary and one 

redundant ejection charges set to ignite and split the rocket during flight. The ejection charge did not 

ignite during flight; thus, the parachutes were never deployed from the airframe. Unfortunately, the 

launch did not have any recovery electronics survive, besides one of the Jolly Logic Chute Releases, thus 

no flight data was able to be recovered. The team had hoped to get altimeter information that would 

have told the apogee and velocity of the rocket during key points of the flight. 

Upon recovery, the team noticed a crater in the soil around the avionics bay – a sort of air 

bubble in the earth surrounding the body tubes - which helped determine that the black powder 

charges possibly went off upon the impact. This helped to make the conclusion that there was some sort 

of electronic failure during flight that caused the altimeters to not trigger the black powder ejection 

charges. Before the launch, the altimeters and GPS transmitting data to the team, so the batteries on 

the electronics bay most likely failed due to a disconnection. 

Upon deconstruction of the rocket, the team realized that the Jolly Logic Chute Releases worked 

during the flight and would have been able to release the main parachute if the altimeters still had 

power to ignite the ejection charges for drogue ejection. Further inspection verified the team's thoughts 

on the black powder going off on impact. The Nomex blanket that was wrapped around the main 

parachute was scorched from the black powder, allowing the main parachute to be scorched as well. 

The drogue parachute was fully intact, along with all the recovery hardware. The charge cups detached 

from the ejection bulkhead upon impact and were broken as well. 

 

 

Payload 

Unfortunately, the ballistic landing destroyed the payload and payload ejection system before 

any attempt to complete the project goals could be made. Disassembly of the airframe found that the 

payload bay had been compressed down to roughly half its initial size. This compression caused the 

springs in the spring ejection assemblies to permanently deform and destroyed all the rover 

components; the 3D printed parts were mostly shattered, and the electronics were destroyed well 

beyond repair. 

  

Figure 12 – Recovered Jolly Logic Figure 11 – Charge cups for black powder 
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Launch Vehicle 

The launch day assembly and prepping of the launch vehicle went smoothly and efficiently. The 

attachment of recovery hardware, insertion of all recovery systems, and fastening of the electronics bay 

occurred without any setbacks. The compression and fastening of the payload bay took slightly longer to 

complete but was still assembled as planned.  

The resulting competition flight of the launch vehicle appeared to accurately mimic predictions 

from prior simulation and test launch data. The launch vehicle was stable throughout flight and the 

airframe performed as planned.  

The high-speed impact with the ground resulted in damage to multiple systems and sections of 

the launch vehicle. The carbon fiber nosecone was destroyed. The payload was compressed down to 

half of its initial size and shattered. The electronics bay bulkhead sheared through the coupler and 

smashed the housed electronics. The fiberglass airframe was zippered and smashed in multiple sections 

but remained intact in the parachute and motor bays.  

 

Figure 13 - Recovered Remains of Project Lazarus Launch Vehicle. 

Despite the resulting damage to the launch vehicle, a surprising amount of the vehicle survived 

the flight. The main components remaining entirely intact were the aluminum nosecone tip, recovery 

hardware, airbrake Arduino board, motor retention system, motor casing, launch lugs, ABS fin can 

(shown above), and all three of the fiberglass fins (shown above).  

 

 

  

Figure 16 – Recovered Motor 
Casing 

Figure 15 – Recovered Motor 

Mount 

Figure 14 – Recovered 

Arduino Uno 
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Lessons Learned  

Recovery 
In order to improve the recovery system for next year's competition, the recovery team has 

decided to utilize a dual compartment deployment system. The team has been very successful with past 

dual compartment deployment systems. To ensure the parachute lines do not get tangled and the 

parachute inflates properly, in the future, the team will be packing the parachutes in a different way. 

This new method of packing will have the shroud lines placed onto the mostly folded parachute and 

then the rest of the canopy will be folded to keep the lines from being outside of the packed parachute. 

This helps to prevent the lines from getting tangled during the ejection. During the test flight this year, 

tangling was an issue during the inflation. This new folding method also helps to ensure that the canopy 

will not be constrained from the shroud lines. The team will also put baby powder onto the parachutes 

during the folding process, so the parachute comes out of the body tube without any interference from 

the tube. The shock cords will also be loosely bundled into figure eight sections, so there is less of a 

chance of the cords tangling during ejection. The shock cords will also feature a sleeve made of Kevlar, 

which will be located at the connection near the black powder ejection charges, to ensure that the 

ejection charge will not scorch and weaken the shock cords. To ensure batteries do not come out of the 

commercial battery holders, the team will be constructing battery holders that will stay intact during 

flight. This will help ensure that the batteries stay connected to ignite the ejection charges. Lastly, the 

team is currently doing research and development on using a parafoil for recovery. 

Payload 
This year the payload development suffered greatly from component acquisition times. In the 

future, the payload bill of materials should be finalized and presented to be ordered by the end of the 

second week of December. With the payload being a highly electronics system, lead times for 

components become imperative. With an electromechanical system such as the payload, there must be 

enough time to create the mechanical system far enough in advance to allow for the troubleshooting 

and programming of the electronics systems. 

Aerostructure 
The overall performance of the launch vehicle matched expectations in terms of launch 

performance. Some improvements that could be incorporated into future launch vehicle designs are 

more readily accessible electronic and airbrake systems. While progress was made regarding 

accessibility compared to previous launch vehicles, room for improvement remains. The electronics bay, 

along with the airbrakes system, can be housed in individual couplers that are completely prepared 

before launch day. 
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Educational Engagement Summary  

Overall, the Akronauts reached out to a total of 2,898 students throughout the states of Ohio and 

Pennsylvania. Many different types of events were held, such as setting up a booth at the Great Lakes 

science Center where over 200 children at a time were taught the wonders of science and engineering. 

Aside from large events, the Akronauts set up a very personal series of events at the local middle school, 

where they were able to challenge the minds of a select group of 12 children to learn more about the 

world around them in an 8-part series of events. The most prevalent event was, though, the first trip to 

Kittanning Pennsylvania. Through this trip, the Akronauts formed a relationship with the local school 

districts by taking kids out of the classroom for a short period of time to give them a bit of hands on 

work where they were taught the wonders of rocketry. The students at these schools were enthusiastic 

about learning, some even going so far as to say they want to be engineers when they grow up. The 

teachers themselves were also impressed and claimed to learn a thing or two as well. 

This year has been determined to be a “stepping stone” year, in the sense that the Akronauts formed 

many bonds with different groups of people. In the future, these organizations will look to have a team 

of Akronauts back to run similar events and further encourage students to join a field of science or 

engineering. Also, for the future, the report writing will be improved, along with more surveys being 

sent out. More feedback from both parents and children alike is helpful to ensure the work done is that 

much better. The Akronuats also will be looking to expand upon the high school demographic, as this 

was one lacking area this year.  

 

 

  

1502, 52% 

1048, 36%

348, 12%

Akronauts Educational Outreach 2018

K-4 5-9 10-12
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Budget Summary  

The budget was overbudgeted allowing an extra funds of $1,032.77 to be spent. With the nature of 

experimental rocketry, the extra budgeting allowed for any replacement pieces that may have been 

damaged or destroyed during testing or launches. Primarily, the Aerostructure and Recovery systems 

had to spend more than anticipated due to a second test launch of the rocket. More was also spent on 

the Payload system due to expedited shipping costs to meet timelines. The leftover funds will be used 

for the team’s next competition launch in June. 

System 
Budget  

(Assigned in PDR) Spent Difference 

Aerostructure  $              1,587.18   $  2,331.01   $   (743.83) 

Recovery  $                 749.70   $  1,277.95   $   (528.25) 

Payload  $                 455.40   $     694.20   $   (238.80) 

Subscale  $                 404.09   $     320.43   $       83.66  

Travel  $              4,670.00   $  2,210.01   $  2,459.99  

Overall  $              7,866.37   $  6,833.60   $  1,032.77  
Table 2 – Budget Summary 

Future Plans 

Upon recovery of Lazarus, the launch vehicle was so smooshed that the “zar” in Lazarus was missing. 

Therefore, the next competition rocket the team is launching will be named Laus – a tribute to Lazarus. 

Laus will be launched at the Spaceport America Cup in June. Laus will be a revival of Lazarus’s design 

with major improvements and modifications to allow the rocket to reach an altitude of 10,000ft and 

transonic speeds. 

 

Figure 17 – The smooshed rocket Lazarus – revealing the name Laus 

Moving forward from this experience, the team is saddened that the launch did not go according to 

plan; even through months of preparation and a successful test launch. However, in the spirit of 

rocketry, science, and engineering – not everything goes according to plan. All that can be done is to 

learn from the lessons and to improve for the next experiment. As a reminder of this, the team will be 

creating a plaque to be placed in the rocket room where the students do most of their work. The plaque 

will consist of the aluminum nosecone tip of Project Lazarus - the first component to collide with the 

ground. Engraved, the plaque will read “Cognita Per Experientiam – Learn by doing” as a remembrance 

of the first failed flight the team had at the NASA SLI competition.  


